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Abstract

Three-dimensional Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) data of methane-air MILD com-

bustion is analysed to study the behaviour of MILD reaction zones and to identify a suit-

able modelling paradigm for MILD combustion. The combustion kinetics in the DNS

was modelled using a skeletal mechanism including non-unity Lewis number effects. The

reaction zones under MILD conditions are highly convoluted and contorted resulting in

their frequent interactions. This leads to combustion occurring over a large portion of

the computational volume and giving an appearance of distributed combustion. Three

paradigms, standard flamelets, mild flame elements (MIFEs) and PSR, along with a pre-

sumed PDF model are explored to estimate the mean and filtered reaction rate in MILD

combustion. A beta function is used to estimate the presumed PDF shape. The variations

of species mass fractions and reaction rate with temperature computed using these models

are compared to the DNS results. The PSR-based model is found to be appropriate, since

the conditional averages obtained from the DNS agree well with those obtained using the

PSR model. The flamelets model with MIFEs gives only a qualitative agreement because

it does not include the effects of reaction zone interactions.

Keywords: MILD combustion, Flameless combustion, Direct numerical simulation

(DNS), Perfectly stirred reactor (PSR), presumed PDF, LES, RANS, Modelling
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1 Introduction

Moderate or Intense Low-oxygen Dilution (MILD) combustion concept has potentials to

improve combustion efficiency and reduce pollutants emission simultaneously (Wünning

&Wünning, 1997; Katsuki & Hasegawa, 1998; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004). The stan-

dard definition of MILD combustion condition is that (1) the local reactant temperature

Tr is higher than the autoignition temperature Tign of a given reactant mixture at fixed

pressure and (2) the temperature increase during combustion, ∆T = Tp − Tr, is lower

than the autoignition temperature. The product temperature Tp is very low compared to

that in conventional combustion even with the elevated reactant temperature, because the

reactant mixture is diluted with a large amount of exhaust gas, giving a typical oxygen

mole fraction in the local reactant mixtures of about 2 to 5%, ie., XO2,r = 0.02 – 0.05

(Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004). These unique conditions given above can be summarised

in a combustion type diagram to be shown later in section 2.2, and these conditions are

key for the following advantages of MILD combustion.

Firstly, the combustion efficiency is enhanced due to the recovery of exhaust heat

which is used to preheated reactants. Secondly, the maximum flame temperature under

MILD conditions is typically less than 1900 K (Wünning & Wünning, 1997; Cavaliere

& de Joannon, 2004). This low flame temperature together with low oxygen concentra-

tion resulting from dilution helps to reduce thermal NO formation. Thirdly, a combustion

condition of large Tr and small ∆T helps to suppress combustion noise and instabilities

which are caused especially when the exhaust gas recycling rate, defined as the mass ratio

between exhaust gas to fresh reactants, exceeds 30% for normal ambient air (Wünning

& Wünning, 1997; Katsuki & Hasegawa, 1998). Also combustion can be sustained in

a high-velocity jet field without internal recirculation zones because of highly preheated

mixture (Wünning & Wünning, 1997; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004; Medwell et al.,

2007). Thus, the design of MILD combustor is no longer constrained by the requirements
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of recirculation zones or a flame holder. Furthermore, the diluted and preheated combus-

tion conditions are achieved relatively in a straightforward manner in practical devices

by using conventional techniques such as exhaust (EGR), flue gas recirculation (FGR) or

staged fuel ignition (Wünning &Wünning, 1997; Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004; Hayashi

& Mizobuchi, 2011). Given these advantages, the MILD combustion technology might

be useful as one of the “green” technologies for thermal power generation.

One distinctive feature of MILD combustion phenomena is that flames do not emit

strong lights (Wünning & Wünning, 1997). Direct photographs of MILD combustion

obtained in the previous studies clearly show this (de Joannon et al., 2000; Özdemir &

Peters, 2001; Krishnamurthy et al., 2009) and these observations were interpreted as dis-

tributed combustion without intense chemical activities or thin reaction zones. Tempera-

ture fields suggesting distributed combustion have been observed using laser thermometry

in previous studies (Plessing et al., 1998; Özdemir & Peters, 2001) although OH PLIF im-

ages reported in the same studies exhibit presence of thin reaction zones.

Modelling ofMILD combustion has been carried out in the context of RANS (Reynolds

Averaged Navier-Stokes) either by using an Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) model (We-

ber et al., 2000; Orsino et al., 2001; Christo & Dally, 2005; Galletti et al., 2007; Aminian

et al., 2011; Parente et al., 2011; Li & Mi, 2011) or a flamelet type model (Coelho & Pe-

ters, 2001; Dally et al., 2004), and LES (Large Eddy Simulation) using a presumed sub-

grid probability density function (Duwig et al., 2008; Ihme & See, 2012). In most RANS

studies, the mean velocity and temperature fields show consistent trends with the experi-

mental results. However, quantitative agreement of the calculated and measured tempera-

ture values becomes unsatisfactory as the dilution level increases (Christo & Dally, 2005).

It is also reported that the prediction of minor species such as OH and CO is sensitive to

the temperature fluctuation (Aminian et al., 2011). Thus, predictions of temperature and

mean reaction rate in MILD combustion are challenging. Past Direct Numerical Simula-

tion (DNS) studies (Minamoto et al., 2013a; Minamoto & Swaminathan, 2013) showed
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that the direct relation between a progress variable gradient and reaction rate observed for

flamelets combustion is valid for the Reynolds averaged reaction rates in MILD combus-

tion. However, these studies also showed that a conventional one-dimensional flamelet is

not fully representative and a suitable model is yet to be developed to estimate the mean

reaction rate in MILD combustion.

The main objective of this study is to propose a suitable model for MILD combustion.

For this purpose, (1) the MILD reaction zone behaviour and its structure are investigated

in detail using DNS data and (2) potential canonical models are explored and assessed us-

ing the DNS results for RANS and LES studies. These investigations are performed using

the data obtained from three-dimensional DNS of methane-air MILD combustion. The

DNS methodology, construction of initial mixture field, and combustion conditions are

described briefly in the next section. The structure of MILD reaction zones is discussed

in Section 3.4 after discussing general features of MILD combustion from the DNS re-

sults. Canonical models are proposed and assessed in Section 3.5. The conclusions are

summarised in the final section.

2 DNS of MILD Combustion

The numerical code SENGA2 (Cant, 2012), an updated version of SENGA (Jenkins &

Cant, 1999), is employed for this study. This code solves fully compressible governing

equations for instantaneous mass, momentum, internal energy and scalar mass fractions

on a uniform mesh, along with temperature dependent transport properties. The spatial

derivatives are obtained using a tenth order central difference scheme which gradually re-

duces to a fourth order scheme near boundaries. The integration in time is achieved using

a third order Runge-Kutta scheme. Methane-air combustion is simulated using a skeletal

mechanism involving 16 species and 36 elementary reactions (Smooke & Giovangigli,

1991). The computational domain is cubic, having non-reflecting in- and out-flow bound-
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aries (Poinsot & Lele, 1992) in the stream wise, x-direction, and periodic boundaries in

the y and z-directions.

An inflowing mixture flows at an average velocity of Uin through the inflow bound-

ary located at x = 0 of the computational domain. On the inflow boundary, the scalar

mass fractions, Yi(x = 0, y, z, t), temperature, T (x = 0, y, z, t), and velocity, u(x =

0, y, z, t), are specified using preprocessed mixture fields Ŷi[x(t), y, z], T̂ [x(t), y, z] and

û[x(t), y, z], where x(t) denotes the x location of a scanning plane at time t moving at

a velocity of Uin through the preprocessed fields. This inflowing mixture field is prepro-

cessed as described in the next subsection, to mimic physical mixing and dilution process

inherent for MILD mixtures. These computational steps are illustrated in Figure 1.

2.1 Flow configuration

The configurations such as EGR, flue gas recirculation (FGR) and staged fuel injection are

used to achieve MILD combustion in practice by injecting fuel and air into a stream of hot

products with a high momentum jet. It is unlikely that the mixtures are perfectly mixed

before the reactions occur. In order to include these inhomogeneous mixture consisting

of fresh and exhaust gases, the inflowing mixture field is constructed carefully taking the

above physical processes into account through preprocessing steps. The details of these

steps explained by Minamoto & Swaminathan (2013) are briefly summarised below.

First, a fully developed homogeneous isotropic turbulence field is obtained by con-

ducting a DNS of freely decaying cold turbulence constructed using a specified initial

spectrum (Rogallo, 1981). Second, one-dimensional freely propagating laminar flame,

namely “Flame”, with desired MILD conditions is computed. Third, a progress variable

field is obtained based on a scalar energy spectrum (Eswaran & Pope, 1987). Then, the

mass fraction of species obtained from the Flame are mapped on to the progress variable

field. The initial temperature is set to a constant value of Tm to be specified later. These

inhomogeneous species mass fraction and velocity fields are then allowed to evolve for
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the DNS steps. Left box shows the preprocessed
inflowing mixture field to be fed in a combustion DNS domain in the right.

about one large eddy turnover time in a periodic domain without any chemical reaction

to mimic the EGR-mixing. This duration is sufficiently shorter than the autoignition de-

lay time τign for the chosen mixture conditions to avoid autoignition. The internal energy

equation is also solved during this mixing process, which creates a maximum temperature

fluctuation of about 2% of the mean value, Tm. These processes involved in the initial-

isation steps are shown schematically in Fig. 1, specifically the left part of this figure

along with a sample temperature field in a mid x-y plane at the end of the mixing DNS.

The above preprocessing steps marked as Steps i-iv in Fig. 1 are elaborated in Minamoto

et al. (2013a); Minamoto & Swaminathan (2013); Minamoto (2013). The symbol φinj

is the equivalence ratio and Q denote the cooling and preheating of products and reac-

tants respectively. The mean and variance of cY = 1 − Yf/Yf,r, where Yf,r is the fuel

mass fraction in the reactant mixture, field at the end of the mixing DNS are respectively

〈cY 〉 ≈ 0.50 and 〈c′2Y 〉 ≈ 0.09 for all MILD cases considered for this study. These prepro-

cessed Ŷi, T̂ and û fields are used as the initial and inflowing mixture field for combustion

DNS, represented by the right part of Fig. 1.
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Figure 2. A diagram showing combustion types (Cavaliere & de Joannon, 2004) (a) and
temperature variations in canonical MILD and conventional flames (x = 0 is the peak
location of the heat release rate) (b).

2.2 Turbulent combustion conditions

The velocity and scalar fields obtained as in Section 2.1 are used as initial and inflow fields

for DNS of MILD combustion at atmospheric pressure. Two MILD cases are considered

for this study. The mixture and turbulence conditions of these cases are given in Table 1,

which are obtained from the preprocessed mixture field. Case A has a lower dilution

than Case B, but the turbulence field used in the preprocessing steps are the same for

both cases resulting in almost the same turbulent fluctuations for these two cases. The

difference in u′/SL values given in Table 1 is because of the difference in SL as one shall

note later. The equivalence ratio is φinj = φ = 0.8 for both cases and the autoiginition

temperature of the given mixture is 1100 K. The inlet and initial mixture temperatures are

set to be Tm ≈ 1500 K for the MILD combustion cases, which is comparable to that used

in Suzukawa et al. (1997). This inlet temperature and the intense dilution level used in this

study (see Table 1) yield the combustion condition that is strictly in the MILD regime in

the combustion type diagram shown in Figure 2a. Here, the conditions of the 1D laminar

Flames A and B are shown, which are used in the initial/inlet field construction steps

respectively for DNS of Cases A and B, as in Section 2.1.
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Table 1. Combustion conditions of the 3D DNS.

Xmax
O2,r 〈XO2,r〉 〈ξ〉 ξst u′/SL l0/δF l0/δth Rel0 Da Ka

Case A 0.048 0.035 .011 .014 6.26 10.8 1.48 96.2 1.72 4.78
Case B 0.035 0.025 .008 .010 9.88 6.8 1.15 96.1 0.69 11.9

The high dilution levels for the MILD combustion are indicated by the maximum,

Xmax
O2,r, and averaged, 〈XO2,r〉, mole fractions of oxygen in the reactant mixtures given

in Table 1. The values of unstrained laminar flame speed, SL, thermal thickness, δth =

(Tp − Tr)/|∇T |max, and the Zeldovich thickness, δF = α/SL, are obtained based on

appropriate planar unstrained laminar flames to be discussed in the next subsection. The

mean, 〈ξ〉, and stoichiometric, ξst, mixture fraction values for the different cases are also

given in Table 1. The normalised mean inflow velocity,Uin/SL, is 9.6 for Case A and 15.1

for Case B. Although the turbulence Reynolds numberRel0 is relatively small, it is repre-

sentative of typical values observed in experiments (Buschmann et al., 1996; Chen et al.,

1996; Pfadler et al., 2008) and in furnaces (Medwell et al., 2007; Oldenhof et al., 2011;

Duwig et al., 2012) with MILD combustion conditions. The Damköhler and Karlovitz

numbers are calculated as Da = (l0/δF )/(u′/SL) and Ka = (u′/SL)3/2(l0/δF )−1/2 re-

spectively. Cases A and B are in the thin-reaction zones regime of the classical turbulent

combustion regime diagram (Peters, 2000).

The computational domain has a dimension of Lx×Ly×Lz = 10.0×10.0×10.0mm3

for both cases. The domain is discretised using 512× 512× 512 mesh points for Case A

and 384 × 384 × 384 mesh points for Case B. These meshes ensure that there are at

least 30 mesh points inside the thermal thickness, δth. The simulations were run for

1.5 flow-through times before collecting data for statistical analyses to ensure that the

initial transients had left the domain. The flow-through time τD is defined as the mean

convection time, Lx/Uin, from the inflow to the outflow boundary. The simulations were

then continued for one additional flow-through time and 80 data sets, including all the

primitive variables, were collected.
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2.2.1 MILD flame element

The Flames A and B, given in Table 2, are used in the construction of initial and inlet

fields described in section 2.1 for MILD combustion Cases A and B respectively. How-

ever, the burnt side temperature for these canonical laminar flames is much higher than

that in the respective turbulent MILD cases. It is reasonable to think that the exhaust gas

pockets can loose a part of their sensible enthalpy (because of heat loss, see Fig. 1) so

that they reach reactant temperature even though there is a difference in the dilution level.

The higher burnt side temperature is because the additional dilution effects due to the

presence of exhaust gas pockets in the inflowing mixture field for the DNS is not taken

into account for the laminar flames. Thus, another canonical 1D laminar flame, named

MILD Flame Element (MIFE), is proposed in this study. The reactant mixture of MIFE

is constructed using volume averaged mass fractions of major species present in the in-

flowing mixture. Since the radicals and intermediates are excluded, the method of using

the volume averaged mass fractions includes the dilution effects only partly. However,

the burnt side temperatures for these laminar flames are close to those observed in the

respective turbulent cases.

The thermochemical conditions of these laminar flames are summarised in Table 2.

Here, a typical conventional laminar flame without dilution is also included as Flame C to

compare with MILD cases. Figure 2b shows temperature variations with distance across

these laminar flames. Despite their elevated reactant temperature Flames A and B have

lower burnt side temperature than in Flame C because of dilution with products.
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Table 2. Thermochemical conditions of 1D canonical laminar flames.

Flame XCH4,r XO2,r XH2O,r XCO2,r Tr (K) Tp (K) SL (m/s) δF (mm)
Flame A 0.019 0.048 0.121 0.061 1500 1865 3.20 0.116
Flame B 0.014 0.035 0.132 0.066 1500 1775 2.15 0.168
Flame C 0.078 0.194 0.0 0.0 600 2179 1.18 0.064
MIFE A 0.0095 0.035 0.136 0.064 1500 1692 2.62 0.138
MIFE B 0.006 0.025 0.143 0.068 1500 1624 1.66 0.217

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Contour of ω∗

cT = 0.2, 0.3, · · · , 0.8 (thin solid lines) in the mid x − y plane for
(a) Case A and (b) Case B, where ω∗

cT
is the normalised reaction rate based on the global

maximum value. A Contour for cT = 0.6 (thick dashed line) is also shown.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Reaction rate and progress variable

The normalised reaction rate field ω∗

cT
is shown for both cases in Fig. 3. Here, the re-

action rate is obtained as ωcT = Q/cp(Tp − Tr), where Q is the heat release rate and cp

is the specific heat capacity of the mixture. A superscript “+” in the rest of this paper

denotes appropriately normalised value using ρr, SL and δth obtained from the respective

MIFE, where ρr is the reactant mixture density. For example, length and reaction rate are

respectively normalised using δth and ρrSL/δth.
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The reaction zones of the MILD combustion cases shown in Figs. 3a and 3b are highly

convoluted compared to the turbulent premixed flames having similar Da simulated in an

earlier study (Trouvé & Poinsot, 1994). This suggests that the level of reaction zone con-

volution is not solely because of turbulence-chemistry interaction, but also because of the

non-uniformity of an inflowing mixture field. The increased convolutions lead to inter-

actions of reaction zones as shown in the figures. Such interactions eventually lead to

distributed reaction zones as in Figure 3, which is also reported in a previous study (Mi-

namoto et al., 2013a). The spatial extent of reaction zones (area with coloured contours

in Fig. 3) is larger in Case B than Case A, due to increased dilution for Case B. Although

thin reaction zones with a thickness of about δth exist locally in both cases, distributed

reaction zones having a thickness of almost 2 to 3 δth are observed in substantial part of

the combustion domain. This observation suggests uniform combustion inside a volume

of an average size of 0.3δ3th. This volume is typically made of pancake like structures for

the conditions of MILD combustion investigated in this study (Minamoto et al., 2013b;

Minamoto, 2013).

A contour of the reaction progress variable based on temperature, cT = 0.6, is also

shown in Fig. 3 using a dashed line. The reaction rate peaks at cT ≈ 0.6 for the CH4-air

premixed flames when a multi-step chemical kinetics is used (Swaminathan et al., 2001)

and this behaviour is not so strong in the MILD combustion cases shown in Fig. 3. The

location of cT = 0.6 contour corresponds to intense reaction rate regions in some parts

and weak reaction rate regions in other parts as shown in Fig. 3.

3.2 PDF of reaction progress variable

Figure 4 shows PDF of cT for both cases. The data for the PDF is collected over the entire

sampling period at particular x+ locations which are noted in the figure. The PDF shows

distinct features unlike of standard turbulent premixed combustion in flamelets regime.

At x+ = 0.30, which is near the inlet boundary, the PDF has a relatively sharp peak at
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Figure 4. Probability density function of cT (thick grey line) for Cases A (a) and B (b).
The presumed PDF calculated using the β-function is also shown (thin dashed line).

around cT = 0.05, suggesting that cool gases are relatively predominant in this region.

In the middle of the computational domain (x+ = 2.2 to 5.9 for Case A, and x+ = 1.6

to 4.2 for Case B), the PDF distribution is broad. As the sampling location goes further

downstream, the probability of finding burnt gas becomes high. However, the bimodal

behaviour is not observed, suggesting distributed combustion similar to those observed in

previous experimental studies (Plessing et al., 1998; Özdemir & Peters, 2001).

A comparison between Cases A and B shows that the maximum of PDF is generally

larger in Case A than in Case B having a higher dilution. The laminar flame speed value,

SL is significantly reduced when the dilution level is increased resulting in a substantial

change in Da for the same turbulence conditions as shown in Table 1. The results in Fig. 4

show that the PDF of cT becomes more uniform without sharper peaks as the dilution

level increases, which is suggestive of spatially uniform combustion with smaller scalar

gradients compared to the classical turbulent premixed combustion.

The PDFs computed using the β-function model are also shown as dashed lines in

Fig. 4. The β-function is based on the Favre mean c̃T and variance c̃′′2T of the progress
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Table 3. Thermochemical conditions for PSR models.

XCH4
XO2

XH2O XCO2
Tr (K) Tp (K) τign (ms)

PSR A 0.0093 0.0345 0.135 0.064 1500 1667 0.285
PSR B 0.0059 0.0247 0.143 0.068 1500 1610 0.350

variable calculated respectively as

c̃T =
ρ cT
ρ

, and c̃′′2T =
ρ(cT − c̃T )2

ρ
. (1)

Here, the Reynolds and space average, indicated by the over-bar, of a quantityQ is calcu-

lated as:

Q(x) =
1

NtNyNz

Nt∑

n=1

Ny∑

j=1

Nz∑

k=1

Q(x; yj , zk, tn), (2)

where Ny and Nz are the number of mesh points in the y and z-directions respectively,

and Nt is the number of data sets collected over the entire sampling period. Although

there are small differences between the DNS and modelled PDFs, their shapes are well

represented by the β-function model for both MILD cases.

3.3 Modelling paradigms

In Sections 2.1 and 2.2, one-dimensional canonical laminar flames, called as Flames and

MIFEs, are introduced for the present MILD combustion cases. However, as shown in

Fig. 3, the reaction zones spread over a large part of the domain resulting in their in-

teractions. Such reaction zones seem to have uniform combustion locally in a volume

proportional to δ3th. These attributes and the effects of flame interactions may not be rep-

resented adequately by the models based on one-dimensional laminar flames. The flame

interactions in MILD (Minamoto et al., 2013a) and premixed (Chen et al., 1999; Dunstan

et al., 2013b,a) conditions are investigated in earlier studies.

Another possible modelling concept is to treat these reaction zones as perfectly stirred
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reactors (PSR) having representative residence time. A tabulated chemistry approach

based on a PSR model has been used in a previous study (Duwig et al., 2008). In the

present study, the diluted reactant mixture composition for the PSR is based on volume

averaged initial species mass fraction fields including radicals and intermediate species

used for the DNS. Other initial parameters for the PSR are set based on the respective DNS

conditions. The thermochemical conditions used for these PSR models are summarised

in Table 3; PSR A is for DNS Case A, and PSR B is for Case B.

Based on the initial and inflowing conditions as in Table 3, the zero-dimensional

unsteady PSR equations are solved for PSR A and PSR B using a commercial soft-

ware COSILAB (2007). The simulation is continued until the reactor temperature reaches

a nearly steady value which is close to the burnt temperature observed in the respec-

tive DNS. This PSR model is similar to the EDC approach (Magnussen, 1981; Ertesvag

& Magnussen, 1996a,b) since it also assumes the local combustion zone to be a per-

fectly stirred reactor in the fine dissipative structure of turbulence having a volume of

VEDC proportional to the cube of the Kolmogorov length scale, η (Magnussen, 1981;

Ertesvag & Magnussen, 1996a,b). For the present modelling, the reactor volume is

VPSR ∼ δ3th. The ratio of these volumes is VPSR/VEDC ≈ (δth/η)3 ≈ Ka3/2 since

Ka = (δF/η)2 ≈ (δth/η)2. The values of Ka for the MILD cases considered in this

study are greater than unity as given in Table 1 and thus the reactor volume is substan-

tially larger than VEDC. Thus, the residence time is set to be 0.4 ms which is similar to

τD for the DNS cases. It should be noted that this choice of the residence time allows one

to get the complete variation of the reaction rate with cT ranging from 0 to 1, which is

obtained using the temperature at the exit of the PSR. The variation of the reaction rate

with temperature at the PSR exit is shown in Fig. 5 for 4 different values of the residence

time. Thus, local incomplete combustion can also be included in the estimate of mean or

filtered reaction rate using this model.
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Figure 5. Reaction rate variation with temperature in an unsteady PSR for the mixture in
Case B with various residence times ranging from 0.1 to 0.4 ms.

3.4 Assessment of reaction zone structure

The variation of conditional average of species mass fraction, 〈Yi|T 〉 with temperature, is

shown in Fig. 6 for CH4, H2O, OH and CO for Cases A and B. This average is obtained

using the DNS data from the entire sampling period. These results show that temper-

ature increases with consumption of CH4 and production of H2O, and the radicals and

intermediates exist over the entire temperature range shown in this figure. The variations

obtained using the three models are also compared along with the DNS results. Among

these models, Flames A and B yield poor agreements with the DNS results since they do

not include dilution effects. This results in flame temperature being larger by about 150 K

compared to the respective DNS value.

The results ofMIFEs show good agreement with the respective DNS values for 〈YCH4|T 〉

and 〈YH2O|T 〉 as well as for other major species (not shown). The burnt mixture tem-

perature for the MIFE is very close to the respective DNS value. This is because the

dilution effects are included as explained in section 2.2. The maximum temperature for

MIFEs differs by 27 K and 15 K respectively from the values observed in Cases A and

B. The agreement between the DNS and MIFE values for 〈YOH|T 〉 is good up to around

1600 K for Cases A and B as shown in Fig. 6. However, the agreement becomes poor
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Figure 6. Variations of conditional mass fractions of CH4 (a, e), H2O (b, f), OH (c, g), and
CO (d, h) for Case A (a–d) and Case B (e–h) with temperature. Thick line: DNS result
〈Yi|T 〉, red dashed line: Flames A and B, red dash-dotted line: MIFEs A and B, and thin
solid line: PSRs A and B.
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Figure 7. Variation of ωQ for (a) Case A and (b) Case B. Black thick line: DNS result
〈ωQ|T 〉, red dashed line: Flames A and B, red dash-dotted line: MIFEs A and B, and thin
solid line: PSRs A and B.

for T ≥ 1600 K, but the PSR model result is very good over the entire temperature range

for all the species (see Fig. 6 for the variation of CO). Such a good agreement for the

PSR model is because this model includes the dilution effects. Thus, the MILD combus-

tion observed in the present cases is well represented by the paradigm involving the PSR

model.

The variation of the conditional average of 〈ωQ|T 〉 is shown in Fig. 7 for Cases A and

B, where ωQ = Q/cp. The peak of 〈ωQ|T 〉 occurs at T ∼ 1600 K for Case A and 1550 K

for Case B. The regions with peak 〈ωQ|T 〉 are close to cT = 0.6 contour shown in Fig. 3.

The conditional reaction rate peaks at temperatures corresponding to about cT = 0.6 as

shown in Fig. 7 and then drops with temperature because of the unavailability of CH4.

However, the conditional reaction rate does not reach zero due to the relatively slow post

combustion reactions. One needs a very much larger computational domain than what is

used in the current DNS to capture the drop of ωQ to zero.

The conditional average of ωQ is compared with those obtained using the three models

in Fig. 7. The reaction rate variations for the Flames A and B do not show good agree-

ment with the respective DNS values. Although a qualitative agreement is seen for MIFE,
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it underestimates the reaction rate because the dilution effects are not included fully in

the reactant mixture (the absence of radicals and intermediates as noted in section 2.2.1).

Note that strained MIFEs are also considered; they do not yield adequate improvement

than what is observed in Fig. 7 for the unstrained MIFEs and thus the results for strained

MIFEs are not shown here. The PSR model shows a reasonable agreement with the re-

spective DNS values of 〈ωQ|T 〉 although there is a small difference in the peak location.

The conditionally averaged reaction rate for T = 1500 K is significantly large for the

PSR model and this arises from the nature of the inhomogeneous mixture used at the inlet

boundary of the DNS domain. The radicals and intermediate species exist in a relatively

smaller parts of this inhomogeneous mixture yielding smaller samples with large reaction

rate for T = 1500 K. This leads to a smaller conditionally averaged reaction rate for this

temperature as shown in Fig. 7. For the PSR model, the mixture is homogeneous con-

taining major, minor and intermediate species resulting in larger conditionally averaged

reaction rate.

3.5 Assessment of averaged and filtered reaction rate

From the above discussion, it is clear that the MILD reaction zone structure is represented

well by the PSR model. It has also been shown in section 3.2 that the β PDF is a reason-

able model to represent the PDF of cT . Thus, these two models can be combined together

to estimate the mean reaction for RANS or filtered reaction rate for LES approaches. In

the following discussion, this presumed PDF closure for the MILD combustion is as-

sessed.

3.5.1 Closure for averaged reaction rate

Using the presumed β PDF, Pβ, the averaged reaction rate is written as

ωcT =

∫ 1

0

ω(cT ) Pβ(cT ) dcT , (3)
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(a) (b)

Figure 8. Comparison of mean and modelled reaction rates variation with x+ for (a)
Case A and (b) Case B.

where ω(cT ) is the reaction rate obtained from the MIFE or PSR model.

The variations of mean reaction rate in DNS with the streamwise distance x+ are

shown in Fig. 8 for Cases A and B. Only MIFE and PSR models are assessed in this

figure. The mean reaction rate obtained from the DNS results shows large values in the

upstream region suggesting that the reactions occur as soon as the mixture enters the

domain. Also, the mean reaction rate is non-zero over the entire computational domain.

The MIFE model captures the DNS variation qualitatively and the modelled variations

differ from the respective DNS result by about 2 to 3 times as shown in Fig. 8. The PSR

model yields a good agreement with the respective DNS values as one would expect from

the results discussed earlier. A similar level of agreement is also observed for the various

species mass fractions for the PSR model. Thus, this RANS closure model is a good for

MILD combustion, at least for the conditions considered in this study.
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3.5.2 Closure for filtered reaction rate

The modelling approach in Eq. (3) can be extended to develop a closure for filtered reac-

tion rate required in LES. This closure is written as

〈ωcT 〉
model(x, t) =

∫ 1

0

ω(cT ) Pβ(cT ;x, t) dcT , (4)

where Pβ is the subgrid PDF modelled using the β-function for a given value of filtered

progress variable 〈cT 〉 and subgrid variance 〈c′′2T 〉. The angle brackets denote the filtered

quantity. These values come from the solution of 〈cT 〉 and 〈c′′2T 〉 transport equations in a

LES calculation. For the model assessment conducted here, these values are obtained by

post-processing the DNS results. The instantaneous reaction rate values in the DNS are

filtered using a Gaussian filter having a filter width of∆ = 3δth for this analysis using

〈ωcT 〉
DNS(x, t) =

∫
ωcT (x

′, t) G(x− x
′;∆) dx′, (5)

where the filter kernel is given by

G(x− x
′;∆) =

(
6

π∆2

)1/2

exp

(
−6(x− x

′)2

∆2

)
. (6)

The modelled and filtered reaction rates, given by Eqs. (4) and (5) respectively, are

unsteady field (3D) quantities. These quantities are averaged in the periodic directions for

an easier comparison. This averaging is done, for example for the modelled values, using

〈ωcT 〉
model(x, t) =

1

NyNz

Ny∑

j=1

Nz∑

k=1

〈ωcT 〉
model(x, t; yj, zk). (7)

A similar averaging is done for the instantaneous reaction rate to obtain ωDNS
cT

(x, t). These

averaged values, after normalised using ρr SL/δth, are compared in Fig. 9a for two dif-

ferent times, t = 1.5τD and 2.0τD. This result is shown for Case B and it is similar for
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. (a) Variation of ω+,DNS
cT

(x, t) (thick solid lines), 〈ω+
cT
〉DNS(x, t) (dashed

lines) 〈ω+
cT 〉

model(x, t) (thin solid lines) with x+. (b) Joint PDF of 〈ω+
cT 〉

DNS(x, t) and
〈ω+

cT
〉model(x, t) from the samples collected over the entire sampling period. The PDF

contours are for 0.2, 0.4, · · · , 1.8 values.

Case A. The variation of ω+,DNS
cT

(x, t), filtered and modelled reaction rates are similar to

that shown in Fig. 8. The filtered values, 〈ω+
cT
〉DNS(x, t), represent the instantaneous re-

action rates averaged in the periodic directions quite well and this variation of the filtered

reaction rate is also captured quite well by the modelled values, 〈ω+
cT 〉

model(x, t), obtained

using Eq. (7) for the PSR model. Since the comparison in Fig. 9a is shown for two in-

stances and averaged in the periodic directions, a joint PDF of 〈ω+
cT
〉model and 〈ω+

cT
〉DNS

for the samples collected over the entire sampling period is shown in Fig. 9b. If the agree-

ment between the modelled and filtered reaction rates is uniformly good then the contours

of joint PDF is expected to lie along the diagonal shown in Fig. 9b. Although there are

small deviations suggesting some overestimate for large reaction rate, the agreement is

reasonable and acceptable.
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4 Summary and Conclusions

Direct numerical simulation data has been employed to identify and verify a suitable mod-

elling paradigm for MILD combustion. The non-uniformity of diluted reactant mixture

produces highly convoluted and contorted reaction zones resulting in frequent interac-

tions. As a result of these interactions, MILD reaction zones spread over a large portion

of the computational domain resulting in a relatively uniform combustion. This gives an

appearance of distributed combustion under MILD conditions. Three different models,

standard flamelets, MIFEs and PSRs, are explored to verify if the structure of the MILD

reaction zones can be represented adequately to find a reasonable reaction rate closure for

MILD combustion using presumed PDF approach. The performance of these models are

verified using the DNS results. The standard flamelets, which do not include the dilution

effects and flame interactions, seem to overestimate the species mass fraction and reaction

rate variations with temperature. The strategy to include these effects in a flamelets ap-

proach is an open question at this time. Although both MIFEs and PSRs show potentials

to represent reaction zones under MILD conditions, PSRs seem to be more suited because

of the bulk effects of dilution and reaction zones interaction resulting in uniform combus-

tion over a volume proportional to δ3th can be included effectively. The MIFEs and PSR

models are applied in conjunction with presumed PDF approach to obtain a closure for

the mean reaction rate required in RANS calculations of MILD combustion. This strategy

is also extended to obtain a closure model for the filtered reaction rate required for LES

calculations. The comparisons of these closure results to the DNS values suggests that

the PSR model is very good for both RANS and LES methodologies.
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